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“By telling staff members not to show their salaries to one another, The Namibian has managed to sustain those disparities. If those salary structures are revealed in public, people will be shocked by the disparities. I challenge your government to reveal those salary structures.”

- Posted by Cde Kanamuntenya, WHK

There is no difference between RDP and NSHR; they are all the same. RDP wants to vote for Change; NSHR wants to vote for Change; what is the difference? The so-called human rights monitors/defenders are campaign runtums of RDP. Gwen Lister sticks her head in the sand and does not want to report about these things, yet we are told her paper “Is telling it like it is” or please!

- Posted by Cde Paulus

The satire is absolutely the best depiction of reality in the RDP. I wish it has included that once upon a time when Hidipo Hamutuyana was cabinet Minister. If someone was given tender by the cabinet, he would directly phone that person and say to him “you know if not for me, Sam Nujoma was not going to give you that tender”. The innocent business person things it to be true and thus become grateful to Hidipo instead of Cabinet. What a shameful political snake!

- Posted by Cde

Prepare the November election to vote for the Mighty SWAPO PARTY!!!!

- Posted by S.P

PARTY!!!!

- Posted by Cde

All those false and fake information that had been spread around our swapo led government for paying our loan fees that covered everything, we polytechnic students are behind swapo comes this november election.

- VIVA SWAPO VIVA...AAAAACHA

- Posted by Cde

Nangolo

Be still, a great man has passed on.

The Minister, Deputy Minister, Special Advisor, Permanent Secretary, Management and Staff of the Ministry of Information and Communication Technology mourn the loss of a great leader, freedom fighter, liberator and spiritual leader who stood firm against oppression and racial discrimination., and who has left an indelible mark on the Namibian Nation building and reconciliation.

Our thoughts are with his widow, extended family and friends in this time of sorrow.

May you be consoled by the prayer of St Francis of Assissi, which state that “it is through dying that we are born to eternal life”.

- Posted by CDE

SWAPO-BASTER COMET ELECTION WE MUST ENSURE THAT ALL 72 SEATS MUST BE IN POSESSION OF THE MIGHTY SWAPO PARITY.

THE NEXT LOCAL AUTHORITY ELECTION WILL ALSO SEE THE TOTAL CONTROL OF REHOBOTH BY THE MIGHTY SWAPO AS ALL THE BASTERS HAVE DECIDED THAT THERE ARE ONLY ONE PARTY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR TOWN AS THIS WAS PROVEN BY OUR GOVERNMENT BEYOND DOUBT.

VIVA MIGHTY SWAPO-VIVA FOUNDING FATHERLONG LIVE OUR PRESIDENT POHAMBA.
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THE SATIRE IS ABSOLUTELY THE BEST DEPICTION OF REALITY IN THE RDP. I WISH IT HAS INCLUDED THAT ONCE UPON A TIME WHEN HIDIPO HAMUTUYANA WAS CABINET MINISTER. IF SOMEONE WAS GIVEN TENDER BY THE CABINET, HE WOULD DIRECTLY PHONE THAT PERSON AND SAY TO HIM “YOU KNOW IF NOT FOR ME, SAM NUJOMA WAS NOT GOING TO GIVE YOU THAT TENDER”. THE INNOCENT BUSINESS PERSON THINKS IT TO BE TRUE AND THUS BECOME GRATEFUL TO HIDIPO INSTEAD OF CABINET. WHAT A SHAMEFUL POLITICAL SNAKE!